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Abstract— A dual-band and polarization-angle-independent
rectifying metasurface (MS) with a miniaturized dimension and
a wide incident angle range are presented in this article. The
proposed structure consists of a single layer of periodic cell
arrays with integrated diodes, a dc feed, and a load. A novel
method of incorporating surface-mount components (e.g., diodes)
into the texture is developed to simplify the structure. The
matching network between MS and the nonlinear rectifier can
be eliminated directly due to the multimode resonance and
adjustable high-impedance characteristics of the MS. Moreover,
the proposed MS can maintain high conversion efficiency by
using different diodes without changing the overall topology.
In addition, the proposed design can effectively capture incoming
waves with arbitrary polarizations and a wide incident angle
range of 60◦. The 4 × 4 MS array is fabricated and measured.
Experimental results show that the proposed structure can
achieve maximum efficiency of 58% at 2.4 GHz and 50%
at 5.8 GHz with an input power of 0 dBm under different
polarizations and incident angles. Importantly, it is also shown
that the rectifying MS can maintain high efficiency over a wide
power range from −3 to 10 dBm. The proposed design concept is
very suitable for the adaptive wireless power supply of portable
devices.

Index Terms— Ambient energy harvesting, integration,
polarization-angle-independent, rectifying metasurface (MS),
wide incident angle, wireless power transfer (WPT).

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS power transfer (WPT) technology realizes
over-the-air transmission of energy and has received

extensive attention in the industrial and commercial fields over
the past several decades [1]. The types of WPT can be mainly
divided into electromagnetic induction or coupled resonance
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in the near-field region and radiation or beam in the far-field
region. As a new technical method of energy replenishment,
WPT is theoretically more flexible and convenient than tra-
ditional physical wiring and manual replacement of power
sources. With the continuous development of WPT in theory
and products, energy harvesting technology has been widely
studied in low-power applications in recent years [2]. So far,
the energy sources that can be collected are mainly classified
into solar energy, piezoelectric energy, mechanical energy,
wind energy, electromagnetic energy, and so on. For WPT
and wireless energy harvesting, the most popular industrial
and commercial applications are: 1) wireless charging of
mobile phones and electric vehicles (EVs); 2) RFID; 3) power
supply of Internet of Things (IoT); 4) implantable/wearable
devices; and 5) smart home. With the commercialization of 5G
technologies in more countries, a surging number of terminal
devices or IoT sensor nodes are developing toward large-scale,
intelligent, and miniaturized, which means that the Internet of
Everything will become possible.

On the other hand, an upsurge of research activities has
been focused on metamaterials both theoretically and exper-
imentally from the beginning of this century, and many new
ideas and potential applications have been generated. The
electromagnetic metasurface (MS) is generally a 2-D or quasi-
2-D metamaterial structure, which is composed of subwave-
length elements arranged periodically in a specific plane or
curved surface, and its thickness is less than the operating
wavelength [3]. The MS has a wide variety of applications due
to its excellent characteristics of managing electromagnetic
waves, such as antenna design [4], reflectarray [5], electromag-
netic bandgap (EBG) structure [6], frequency-selective surface
(FSS) [7], absorber [8], WPT, and energy harvesting [5], [7],
[9]–[21].

The rectifying antenna (rectenna) is very important for WPT
and wireless energy harvesting applications. In a common
rectenna system, it typically consists of an antenna, a matching
network, a rectifying main circuit with semiconductor tubes
(e.g., diodes and transistors), a filter, and a load [22]–[26].
The overall performance of the rectenna is mainly represented
by the characteristics of the antenna and the efficiency of
the rectifying circuit. Recent reports showed that rectennas
have evolved toward high-efficiency, multiband, broadband,
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Fig. 1. Configuration of (a) general single rectenna system, (b) traditional
first-combined and last-rectified rectenna array system, and (c) conventional
first-rectified and last-combined rectenna array system.

wide input-power range adaptability, and large-scale arrays
[22]–[30]. To improve the performance of rectennas, MS has
been reported as an energy harvester instead of the antenna
in some kinds of studies [9]–[15]. The MS array for energy
harvesting has gotten advantages in terms of high-efficiency,
subwavelength, polarization-independent, wide angle, and con-
formal. However, most state-of-the-art studies on MS array
with rectifying function are polarization-dependent and of
a single narrowband, while the structure of RF or dc
combination network is very complex, which may introduce
additional loss, lower efficiency, and worse impedance match-
ing [14], [21]. The future trend of MS structure for WPT and
ambient energy harvesting is miniaturization, self-adapting,
programming, and digitalization [31]. On the other hand,
the rectenna arrays have also been reported to obtain preferable
performance of receiving power and efficiency in the recent
works of the literature [26]–[30]. At present, the performance
of the rectenna arrays for directional and high input power
at a single operating band is promising, but the size of the
rectenna array is too large to be suitable for miniaturized
applications. For the wireless power supply of miniaturized
terminal devices or sensors, it is necessary for the receiver
to capture energy efficiently in various environments. There-
fore, an ideal receiver can harvest energy from arbitrarily
polarized and randomly incident-angle electromagnetic waves
and, simultaneously, has the characteristics of miniaturized,
concealed, and conformal. These demands remain a challenge
for the literature now reported.

The commonly adopted system configurations of a single
rectenna and the rectenna arrays are shown in Fig. 1. Due to
the nonlinearity of the semiconductor, the input impedance
of the rectifier varies with the change of topology, load
impedance, diode type, input power range, frequency, and so
on, but most of the cases present high input impedance [24],
[25]. Furthermore, the input impedance of the antenna intro-
duced in most rectenna systems is 50 �. Whether it is a single
rectenna or a rectenna array, the matching network between
the antenna and the rectifier is required to conjugate match
the input impedance of the nonlinear rectifying circuit with
50 � of the antenna impedance. Improved dynamic matching
networks for different input power, load impedance, and
frequency have been proposed for rectennas in previous work
[23], [25], [32]–[34]. To simplify the system, some studies
pay attention to high-impedance antennas and filtering-antenna
designed to eliminate matching networks recently [24], [25].

Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed rectifying MS system.

In a typical array rectenna, two configurations are widely
introduced, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and (c). The detailed con-
figurations have been discussed in [13], [21], and [26]–[30].

1) One is first-combined and last-rectified, that is, the RF
power received by rectenna arrays is combined first and
then rectified into dc, as depicted in Fig. 1(b).

2) Another is first-rectified and last-combined, that is to
say, a rectifying circuit is connected to antenna arrays
first before dc combined, as shown in Fig. 1(c).

For the existing array rectenna designs, however, additional
RF or dc power combining networks and matching networks
are required for all of the abovementioned configurations.
Furthermore, as the antenna array increases in scale, the design
of a matching network for adapting to different impedance
ranges is quite challenging, and the power combining network
is large and complicated, which may lead to greater loss,
higher cost, and mismatch problems.

In this article, we propose a novel compact wide-angle and
polarization-angle-independent rectifying MS (RMS) array
design in dual bands. The framework of the RMS system is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Our configuration is made up of just
three parts, namely, an MS periodic array with integrated
diodes, wherein the diodes are used to rectify RF into dc
and connect each cell integrally, a dc filter for smoothing
waveform and eliminating the ac component, and a load. Since
the MS has a strong resonance and various operating modes
at the working bands, it is easier to obtain adjustable high-
impedance property than the antenna. Therefore, the matching
network between the proposed MS and the input impedance
of the nonlinear rectifying diode can be directly eliminated.
Meanwhile, through a proper combination of the MS unit cells
and diodes, the MS array can be integrated completely without
the need for RF or dc power combining network and, thereby,
enables the simple and compact design of the RMS. Also,
the design of the proposed MS energy harvester could achieve
a wide range of incident angles and insensitive polarization
while maintaining high harvesting efficiency. Compared with
conventional rectennas, the proposed RMS has outstanding
performance in terms of its compact and simple structure
and low cost for manufacture. It can also adapt to a various
range of input power and even different diodes, making it
very suitable for self-adaptive power supply requirements of
miniaturized IoT sensors.

Above all, the detailed design stages and analysis of the
proposed RMS are presented in Section II. Next, the measure-
ment and validation of the fabricated model are demonstrated
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Fig. 3. Geometry of the proposed rectifying MS.

in Section III. In the end, Section IV is the performance
comparison, and conclusions are given in Section V.

II. METASURFACE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

A. Metasurface Cell Design

There are many types of MSs proposed for energy har-
vesting, such as the split-ring resonator (SRR), the electric-
inductive-capacitive (ELC) resonator, and the butterfly-shaped
closed-ring (BCR), which maintains high energy capture effi-
ciency at their operating frequency, but most of them do
not have the rectification [9]–[12], [15]. To the best of our
knowledge, there are very few works in the literature regarding
the MS with rectified function and good performance [21],
[35]. Also, the rectified MS array in previous work certainly
needs to be equipped with a large complex power combining
networks (e.g., >64 units) for channeling power completely
and reducing impedance mismatch [13], [36]. As a result, such
designs would increase losses, costs, manufacturing errors, and
nonlinear effects to decrease overall efficiency.

Moreover, due to the input impedance of nonlinearly rectify-
ing circuit is mostly complex high impedance according to the
literature, it’s real part is >200 and – 500 � and the imaginary
part is <500 �, which is very sensitive to the variety of input
power range, frequency band, load, and diode type [22]–[25].
The MS is easier to obtain high-impedance characteristics than
the antenna, which can be more suitable for the conjugate-
matched rectifying circuit to eliminate matching network at
the interested band and wide power range [6], [9], [11], [37].

To integrate the design of the MS and rectifying circuit
completely, we introduce an MS structure, as shown in Fig. 3.
The idea of the proposed geometric shape originates from
the uniplanar compact photonic bandgap (UC-PBG) [6]. The
UC-PBG unit cell is composed of a square metal patch
and four metal wires connecting each edge center of the
patch. Thus, as an equipotential surface, each unit cell in the
UC-PBG array structure is directly connected. The UC-PBG
structure has a broad stopband, which can be widely utilized
over the microwave to the optical band. However, the goal of
the proposed MS is energy harvesting. Inspired by the UC-
PBG, the proposed structure is a 2-D square plane periodic
array with each element similarly composed of the square
metal pad with a length of L1 and two pairs of connect-
ing branches with a width of S in a single-layer grounded
dielectric substrate.

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF MS GEOMETRY

The proposed MS with UC-PBG structure has the
impedance ports that are connected in series through the
metal branches in the middle of each adjacent element instead
of being directly connected in the conventional UC-PBG.
These impedance ports could conjugate match with the input
impedance of the rectifying diode for the integrated coplanar
design of diode and the MS unit cells. It should be emphasized
that the load ports are located between each cell rather than
within each cell in the reported literature [27]–[29]. There is
an essential difference to the equivalent circuit of the two
positions of the port. The load ports are coplanar with the
MS pattern to integrate the rectifier diodes and create a dc
path in the overall MS, rather than channeling energy into the
other layers through the shorting via of each cell in the latest
reports [10]–[13]. There is a certain gap with a width of G
between the square metal pad and four connecting branches
at the center of each side of the metal pad in the unit cell.
The gap increases the capacitance effect, and the connecting
branches bring an additional inductance effect. The Rogers
3210 material is used as the substrate with a metallic ground,
a relative permittivity of 10.2, and a loss tangent of 0.0027.
The pattern etched on the front of the substrate is copper with
a thickness of 35 μm. The period of the cell is P , and the
diameter of the metal via at the center of the cell is D. All
the geometric parameters marked in Fig. 3 are summarized
in Table I as a design example.

The commercial software HFSS is used to simulate the
behavior of the MS, and the Floquet port with periodic bound-
ary conditions can calculate the reflection and transmission
characteristics between all ports. The lumped impedance ports
are adopted to connect adjacent MS unit cells. The role of
these load ports is to analyze the characteristics of the energy
harvesting for the proposed structure, such as harvesting
efficiency and impedance matching.

The real and imaginary parts of the input impedance for the
load port are depicted in Fig. 4. It can be obtained that the
resonant frequencies of the MS are around 2.4 and 5.8 GHz
over the range of the interested band. The real part of the input
impedance at 2.4 and 5.8 GHz reaches a high-impedance state
of 400 and 200 �, while the imaginary part is 0 �. In the
two resonant frequencies of the MS, the real part of the input
impedance varies from 0 to 400 �, while the imaginary part
varies between −180 and 250 �.

The surface current distribution of the MS cell at the
resonant frequencies is analyzed, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. Calculated the real and imaginary parts of the input impedance for
the load port in two operational frequency bands.

Fig. 5. Simulated surface current distributions on the MS at (a) 2.4 and
(b) 5.8 GHz.

At 2.4 GHz, the surface current on each unit cell is in the
same direction, which flows along the maximum path of the
MS cell to generate this low-frequency resonant mode. At this
point, the MS unit cell is electrically small with the period
of λ1/8 (λ1 is the wavelength at the low resonant frequency
of 2.4 GHz). Meanwhile, the surface current of adjacent
elements is opposite at 5.8 GHz, and the period of the MS unit
is λ2/3 (λ2 is the wavelength at the high resonant frequency
of 5.8 GHz). Here, the size of the MS unit is no longer
electrically small. In this case, the array of the MS operates in
a differential mode [30]. Due to the opposite current direction
of adjacent cells in the differential mode, the voltage difference
on the ports between neighboring units is twice as large. For
rectifying diodes integrated on the ports, it is easier to reach
the turn-on voltage of the diodes at this operating frequency
to improve the rectifying efficiency. As a result, the MS has
two resonant frequencies with high impedance, which works
in the different resonant modes.

The total energy harvesting efficiency of the MS harvester
is given by [10]–[13]

ηTotal = ηMSηRF-DC (1)

ηMS = pMS-load

preceived
× 100% (2)

ηRF-DC = pDC-Load

pMS-load
× 100% (3)

Fig. 6. Calculated harvesting efficiency of the MS at different incident angles
with (a) TE polarization and (b) TM polarization.

where ηMS is the energy absorption efficiency of the MS
harvester without rectification. PMS−load is the power captured
by the RMS load ports, and Preceived is the received total power
incident on the overall MS, which can be calculated using
the surface integral of a Poynting vector on the MS aperture
area. Then, ηRF−dc is the RF-dc conversion efficiency of the
rectifying circuit, and Pdc−load is the output dc power of the
load.

Then, the model can be used to calculate the performance of
energy harvesting efficiency by (2) under different polarization
directions and incident angles. Similar to the analysis of the
absorber [8], [11]–[12], the stability of the incident angle of
the MS collector can be generally divided into two kinds
of oblique incidence. One is transverse electric (TE) oblique
incidence, and the other is the transverse magnetic (TM)
oblique incidence.

Fig. 6 shows the energy collection efficiency of the MS at
different incident angles with TE and TM polarizations. For
the TE polarization, when the incidence angle changes from
0◦ to 60◦, the highest collection efficiency (appearing at the
resonant frequency) decreases gradually from 92% to 80% in
the low-frequency resonant mode of 2.4 GHz and from 88%
to 83% in the high-frequency resonant mode of 5.8 GHz, but
the resonant frequency of the two bands are almost not offset.
Moreover, the half-power bandwidth (HPBW) slightly reduces
from 300 (in 0◦) to 220 MHz (in 60◦) at 2.4 GHz and from
980 (in 0◦) to 880 MHz (in 60◦) at 5.8 GHz. This is because
the enlargement of the propagation path of the incident wave
leads to the decrease in the vertical component of the wave
vector with an increase in the incident angle of the TE
polarization, and further effective electrical resonance is grad-
ually reduced resulting in a slight decrease in efficiency and
bandwidth. For the TM polarization, the bandwidth remains
almost unchanged, but the resonance frequency shifts a little as
the incident angle increases, which is due to an increase in the
equivalent magnetic resonance. As a result, it still maintains
a high collection efficiency (>80%) in both resonant modes
despite there is a slight frequency offset or bandwidth drop
under TE and TM polarizations.

Finally, we calculate the energy harvesting efficiency with
and without via at the center of the unit cell of the MS
shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that there is a slight frequency
offset in the case of via, and the via-free unit cell due to the
introduction of via increases the equivalent inductance effect
and surface current propagation path of MS structure, which
results in the shift of resonant frequency, but the efficiency
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Fig. 7. Calculated harvesting efficiency with and without via at the center
of the MS unit cell.

Fig. 8. Schematic of (a) single-shunt-diode rectifier circuit (class-F) and
(b) single-shunt-diode rectifier circuit with multichannel parallel connection.

is still higher than 86%. This performance will be used
for the MS array arrangement and circuit combinations in
Sections II-B and C.

Therefore, the proposed MS element has the characteristics
of high input impedance, high efficiency, a wide range of
incident angles, and polarization stability in the two different
operating modes designed in 2.4 and 5.8 GHz.

B. Rectifier Design

The MS structure transfers the captured space electro-
magnetic wave energy into the harvesting ports between the
cells and generates an equivalent RF voltage source. At this
time, the rectifying diodes are connected to these ports in
parallel, and then, the input impedance of the proposed MS
would directly match the input impedance of the rectifier
circuit within the designed frequency band. Herein, a single-
shunt-diode rectifier circuit (class-F) [24], [38] with a very
simple schematic and high efficiency is selected and depicted
in Fig. 8(a).

It can be observed that the power source is equivalent to the
output port of an antenna or an energy harvester and is con-
nected in parallel with the rectifying diode. The diodes could
be normally selected according to the frequency and input
power range, such as the SMS-7630 is suitable for low-power
applications, the HSMS-2850 is fit for medium power applica-
tions, and the HSMS-2860 is used for high-power applications.
The role of the RF choke in series is to provide a dc path while
blocking the RF power, while the capacitor in parallel is to
smooth waveform and store dc power. Here, the chip inductor
of 47 nH and the chip capacitor of 0.1 μF are introduced
for the proposed circuit design. The series inductor and shunt
capacitor are equivalent to the structure of a dc filter. The load

Fig. 9. Simulated efficiency of single-channel and parallel multichannel
rectifier varying with the incident power at 2.4 GHz.

Fig. 10. Simulated input impedance of the rectifier for the different diodes.
The input power levels are 0 dBm with the SMS-7630 diode, 5 dBm with the
HSMS-2850 diode, and 10 dBm with the HSMS-2860 diode.

resistance of 700 � is used to dc power output and impedance
matching adjustment.

For the rectenna array, the connection types of the rectifier
circuit branches are series, parallel, and cascaded [13], [26].
To reduce ohmic losses and improve total efficiency, partial
series and overall parallel connection methods are generally
considered to be optimal choices in the recent reports [26].
For our proposed MS array, to integrate the design of the
structure and optimize the efficiency, the rectifier circuit with
the whole parallel connection is shown in Fig. 8(b).

The harmonic balance (HB) simulator of the ADS software
is used for modeling the rectifier. Fig. 9 shows the simulated
efficiency of single-channel and parallel multichannel rectifier
versus the incident power at 2.4 GHz. Here, we choose
the SMS-7630 diode as an example, and the other para-
meters are the same. It can be seen that the rectification
efficiency increases slightly with the number of parallel chan-
nels increases, which indicates the advantage of multichannel
parallel connection.

Fig. 10 shows the simulated input impedance of the rectifier
as a function of frequency for the different diodes. The input
impedances of the three different diodes at 2.45 and 5.8 GHz
are listed in Table II. The MS port impedance could conjugate
match the input impedance of the circuit using the different
diodes without changing topology and dimensions.

C. Metasurface Array Design

Here, we built the RMS with a novel method of incorporat-
ing rectifying diodes into the texture, as illustrated in Fig. 11.
It can be seen that the RMS array consists of via and via-free
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TABLE II

INPUT IMPEDANCE OF THE RECTIFIR FOR DIFFERENT DIODES

Fig. 11. Schematic of the proposed rectifying MS with a new method of
incorporating rectifying diodes into the texture.

units (both the via and via-free units are half of the total
number of periodic array cells) arranged alternately, and its
characteristic is mentioned in Fig. 7 [37]. The four connecting
branches of each via unit are connected to the positive pole
of the rectifying diode, while the four connecting branches
of each via-free unit are linked to the negative pole of the
rectifying diode. In the periodic surface array, all via units
are connected to the ground by a metal via to form an
equipotential surface with the same potential as the ground,
which is defined as dc−. The remaining units without via are
linked by the thin metal wires that are equivalent to inductors
to build dc paths while blocking the RF power; thus, another
positive voltage level of dc+ is defined. More specifically,
the electric potentials of each of the neighboring via and
via-free units are unequal results in a potential difference
across the diodes between adjacent cells. According to the
topology of the parallel-type rectifier circuit mentioned in
Section II-A, the positive and negative poles of the diodes
are connected to the corresponding equipotential surface to
develop a new arrangement mode of RMS.

Fig. 12 shows the equivalent circuit of the proposed sur-
face arrangement by the understanding and improvement of
Fig. 8(b). An equivalent RF voltage source is formed at the
ports in the middle of each two adjacent cells. The impedance
of the equivalent RF voltage source (equivalent to the input
impedance of the port between the MS cells analyzed in
Section II-B) is matched with the rectifier circuit. The main
circuit of the rectifier circuit in parallel form is composed of
an equivalent RF voltage source for each port in the array and
a rectifying diode connected in parallel at the ends of the port.
Then, the negative poles of all equivalent rectification branches

Fig. 12. (a) Part of the equivalent circuit of the proposed RMS. (b) Another
part of the equivalent circuit of the proposed RMS.

Fig. 13. (a) Simulated reflection coefficient and (b) RF-dc efficiency of the
proposed RMS at different input power levels. The diode type is SMS-7630.

through the equipotential surface dc− are linked together,
and the positive poles of all equivalent rectification branches
are also connected in the union by the equipotential surface
dc+. As a result, all the equivalent rectification branches are
connected in parallel through the equipotential surface dc+
and then channeled into the class-F dc-filter uniformly to
ensure the smooth output of the dc waveform and isolate the
RF power from the load. Note that an increase in the number
of the branch results in a decrease in the load resistance to
achieve high efficiency. In this case, the total output power
will become larger.

The HFSS and the ADS are used for cosimulation to under-
stand the common effects of the field and the circuit. First, the
frequency-domain power source port is adopted in the ADS as
the equivalent RF voltage source on the power harvesting port
between the MS unit cells. Then, the impedance of the power
source port in the ADS is imported by the touchstone S1P file,
which calculates in the HFSS that the input impedance of the
MS varies with the frequency.

The reflection coefficient and corresponding efficiency of
the proposed RMS calculated by cosimulation at the different
input power levels are shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b). Note that
this efficiency is the overall RF-dc conversion efficiency of
ηTotal calculated by (1) compared with the result ηM S calculated
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Fig. 14. Calculated RF-dc efficiency of the MS integrated with different
diodes at the corresponding optimal power level.

by (2) in Fig. 6, which shows the efficiency of the MS without
rectification. Since the SMS-7630 integrated into the RMS is
suitable for low-power applications, the optimum input power
is approximately 0 dBm due to the diode reaching its saturation
voltage at this power level. It can be seen that the two resonant
modes result in the total RF-dc efficiency of 66% at 2.4 GHz
and 55% at 5.8 GHz with a power level of 0 dBm. Also,
the result at the high-power input of 3 dBm and the low-power
input of −3 dBm is added as an extension and comparison
of the performance. It can be observed that the two resonant
modes of the RMS keep high rectifying efficiency (>50%) in
the case the input power level is doubled or halved.

Fig. 14 shows the conversion efficiency of the MS inte-
grated with different diodes, where the diode operates at the
corresponding optimal power level, and the other parameters
have the same value. The input impedance of the different
diodes corresponds to Fig. 10 and Table II. With an increase
in the input power, the conversion efficiency of two resonant
bands enlarges, and the load can be optimized to achieve the
optimum conversion efficiency at the corresponding power
level since the diodes for large power levels have higher
reverse breakdown voltage to adapt to the rectification with
high input power. Thus, the proposed RMS is a power-adaptive
structure for different RF power levels without changing
the structural parameters and does not require an additional
matching network, which is rarely used in the latest report of
the rectenna arrays. This increases the power scaling of the
proposed RMS for more potential applications.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND VALIDATIONS

A 4 × 4 array with an overall dimension of 67 mm ×
64 mm × 1.27 mm was fabricated using the parameters given
in Table I. The layout design and physical model of RMS
are depicted in Fig. 15. It can be observed that one side
of the substrate is extended by 3 mm to place the dc feed
circuit (including the chip capacitor and chip inductor using
the same parameters) and connected to the element located at
the edge of the array where the potential of the element is
dc+ in terms of the equivalent circuit, as shown in Fig. 12.
This configuration formed the final RMS physical model.

Next, the measurement setup is demonstrated in Fig. 16. The
whole experiment was carried out in a microwave anechoic
chamber. First, the signal generator excites the RF power
and then transmits it through the standard horn antenna,

Fig. 15. Layout design and fabricated model of proposed RMS. (a) Layout
design. (b) Fabricated model.

Fig. 16. Experimental setup for measuring harvesting efficiency.

which is selected to cover the tested frequency band. Then,
the proposed RMS is placed in the far-field of the transmitting
horn to ensure the plane wave excitation and convert the
received RF power into dc. Finally, a dc voltmeter is used to
measure the dc output voltage across the load resistor. Here,
the measurement efficiency of energy harvesting is calculated
as follows [22]–[25]:

ηmeasurement = Pload

Pr
× 100% (4)

where Pload is the output dc power, which can be written as

Pload = V 2
out

Rload
(5)

where Vout is the measured dc voltage across the load and
Rload is the value of the load resistance. Pr is the RF power
received by the RMS from the transmitting horn, which is
given by [9]–[13], [27]–[29]

Pr = G Pinput

4π R2
· Ae (6)

where G is the gain of a standard horn antenna and Pinput is
the input power of the transmitting horn antenna provided by
a signal generator. R is the distance between the transmitting
horn and the receiving RMS. Ae is the effective receiving aper-
ture of RMS. According to previous reports [13], [27]–[29],
Ae can be expressed as the physical surface area of the RMS.
In the measurement, the received power Pr can be scanned
within a certain power range to change the input power Pinput

by using (6). It should be noted that the simulated S-parameter,
as exhibited in Fig. 13(a), cannot be directly tested because
the proposed MS harvester integrates the rectifying function.

Fig. 17 shows the energy harvesting efficiency of RMS at
different incident powers under normal incidence. It can be
seen that the maximum measurement efficiency of RMS at
0 dBm is 58% at 2.4 GHz and 51% at 5.8 GHz compared with
the simulation results of 66% at 2.4 GHz and 55% at 5.8 GHz.
For 3 and −3 dBm, the maximum efficiency is 53% and 48%
at 2.4 GHz and 45% and 40% at 5.8 GHz. In general, the
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Fig. 17. Simulated and measured the energy harvesting efficiency of the
fabricated RMS at different incident power levels. The diode type is SMS-
7630.

Fig. 18. Measured efficiency of the fabricated RMS for (a) TE-polarized
oblique incidence, (b) TM-polarized oblique incidence, and (c) different
polarization angles under normal incidence.

efficiency drop of the RMS is less than 20% in each operating
band when the input power varies within a certain range.

Fig. 18(a) and (b) shows the efficiency of the RMS at
different incident angles for both TE and TM polarizations.
It can be obtained that the RMS has a slight frequency
offset at the oblique incidence of TE and TM but has no
obvious influence on the harvesting efficiency with an increase
in incidence angle in the two resonant modes. Fig. 18(c)
shows the conversion efficiency of the RMS at two operating
frequency bands under different polarization angles. It can
be obtained that the harvesting efficiency of the proposed
RMS was still over 56% at 2.4 GHz and over 50% at
5.8 GHz under the different polarization angle ϕ. Note that
this efficiency is the overall RF-dc efficiency. Compared with
the simulation result in Fig. 6 that shows the efficiency of
the MS without rectification, these measured results take into
account the RF-dc efficiency of the whole structure. Besides,
the RMS manufactured is an array of finite elements, and
the simulation with an infinite period could result in slightly
different results. Moreover, the nonlinearity of the diodes and
the manufacturing error might also cause a small frequency
offset in the experiment.

Fig. 19. Simulated and measured efficiency of the fabricated RMS using
different diodes at their optimum input power.

TABLE III

RMS PERFORMANCE FOR USING DIFFERENT DIODES

Fig. 20. Simulated and measured efficiency of the fabricated RMS versus
load resistance at two operating frequencies. The input power level is 0 dBm,
and the diode type is SMS-7630.

To validate the RMS in Fig. 14 for integrating different
diodes, the three versions of the RMS with the same dimen-
sions and components except for the diode are integrated
with SMS-7630, HSMS-2850, and HSMS-2860, respectively.
Fig. 19 shows the efficiency of the RMS using different diodes
at their optimum input power. According to the results in
Fig. 13(b), 14, 17, and 19, the performance of the RMS by
using different diodes is shown in Table III. It can be obtained
that the RMS can efficiently harvest energy in two different
frequency bands at low-, medium-, and high-input powers
without changing other parameters by introducing the match-
ing diodes. Then, the conversion efficiency as the change of
load resistance is simulated and measured, as shown in Fig. 20,
Here, the RMS is loaded with the SMS-7630 diode, and the
optimal input power is 0 dBm. It can be seen that, when
the load impedance is around 700 �, the two working fre-
quency bands of RMS can maintain high conversion efficiency
(>50%) at the same time and have a certain impedance band-
width. Simulation and experiment results verify the uniformity
of the RMS.
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TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED DESIGN AND RELATED WORKS

IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Based on the simulated and experimental results, the pro-
posed RMS is compared with other related work, as shown
in Table IV. It can be seen that the proposed RMS showed
a new method of incorporating rectifying diodes into the MS
texture, which can significantly reduce the complexity of the
design and make the structure simpler and smaller, compared
with the related work. Also, the RMS is highly efficient over a
wide range of input power by using different types of diodes to
make the RMS has input power tunable and adaptive without
changing topologies and parameters. Due to the multimode
resonance characteristics of the MS, the operating frequency
of the RMS can be easily expanded to cover dual or even mul-
tiple bands. Also, RMS is wide-angle and polarization-angle-
independent, making it has better self-adaptive capability in
WPT and wireless energy harvesting systems.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel compact wide-angle range and polarization-angle-
independent rectifying MS array with two operating frequency
bands have been demonstrated in this article. Through numer-
ous analyses, simulations, and measurements, the proposed
rectifying MS has been realized by using the new concept
of incorporating rectifying diodes into the texture. Moreover,
it has achieved high RF-dc conversion efficiency in dual bands
over a wide input power range from −3 to 10 dBm, a wide
incident angle of 60◦, and at different polarizations without
the need of complex match networks and also without the
need for tuning topologies and dimensions. The proposed MS
design has achieved the advancements, such as compact size,
low cost, wide-angle reception, and tunable input power range,

therefore making it very suitable for the wireless power supply
of miniaturized terminal devices in IoT applications.
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